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Abstract: Information systems support and ensure the practical running of the most critical business
processes. There exists (or can be reconstructed) a record (log) of the process running in the
information system. Computer methods of data mining can be used for analysis of process data
utilizing support techniques of machine learning and a complex network analysis. The analysis
is usually provided based on quantitative parameters of the running process of the information
system. It is not so usual to analyze behavior of the participants of the running process from the
process log. Here, we show how data and process mining methods can be used for analyzing the
running process and how participants behavior can be analyzed from the process log using network
(community or cluster) analyses in the constructed complex network from the SAP business process
log. This approach constructs a complex network from the process log in a given context and then
finds communities or patterns in this network. Found communities or patterns are analyzed using
knowledge of the business process and the environment in which the process operates. The results
demonstrate the possibility to cover up not only the quantitative but also the qualitative relations (e.g.,
hidden behavior of participants) using the process log and specific knowledge of the business case.
Keywords: decision support; process log data; network construction; visualization (visual data
mining); community detection (network clustering); pattern and outlier analysis; recursive procedure
(cluster quality)
1. Introduction
Information system SAP is a world leader in the field of the enterprise resource planning
(ERP) software and related enterprise applications. This ERP system enables customers to run their
business processes, including accounting, purchase, sales, production, human resources, and finance,
in an integrated environment. The running information system registers and manages simple tasks
interconnected to complex business processes, users, and their activities, which are integral parts
of such processes. The system provides a digital footprint of its run as it logs on more levels.
When companies use such complex information systems, this software must also support their
managers to have enough information for their decisions. What they can obtain from the actual
information systems is usually information of quantitative types, e.g., “how many”, “how long”, “who”,
“what”. Data from SAP ERP system is usually analyzed using data warehouse info cubes (OLAP
technology—Online Analytical Processing). Data mining procedures also exist in SAP NetWeaver
(Business warehouse, SAP Predictive Analytics), which work with such quantitative parameters.
However, participants (users, vendors, customers, etc.) are connected by formal and informal
relationships, and sharing their knowledge, their processes, and their behaviors can show certain
common features that are not seen in hard numbers (behavior patterns). We are interested in analyzing
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such features, and our strategy is to analyze models using qualitative analysis with necessary domain
knowledge; a similar approach can be used for the classification of unseen/new data instances.
Data received from logs contain technical parameters provided by the business process and a
running information system. The goal of our work is to prepare data for management’s decision
support in an intelligible format with no requirements to users for in-depth knowledge of data analysis
but with the use of manager’s in-depth domain knowledge. A proper method to do this is visualization.
However, visualization of a large network may suffer by the fact that such a network contains too
much data and users may be misled. Subsequently, the aim is to decompose the whole into smaller,
consistent parts so that they are more comprehensible and eventually (if it makes sense) repeat the
decomposition. By comprehensibility, it is meant that the smaller unit more precisely describes the
data it contains and its properties.
The idea to analyze process data was used already in earlier works. Authors in [1–3] construct
a social network from the process log and utilize the fact that the process logs generally contain
information about users executing the process steps. Our approach is more general, as we analyze
patterns in a network constructed from complex attributes.
The conversion of object-attribute representation to the network (graph) and subsequent analysis
of this network is used in various recent approaches. In particular, a network is a tool that provides an
understandable visualization that helps to understand the internal structure of data and to formulate
hypotheses associated with further analysis, such as data clustering or classification. Bothorel et al.
provide in [4] a literature survey on attributed graphs, presenting recent research results in a uniform
way, characterizing the main existing clustering methods and highlighting their conceptual differences.
All the aspects mentioned in this article highlight different levels of increasing complexity that must
be taken into account when various sets and number of attributes are considered due to network
construction. Liu et al. in [5] present a system called Ploceus that offers a general approach for
performing multidimensional and multilevel network-based visual analysis on multivariate tabular
data. The presented system supports flexible construction and transformation of networks through a
direct manipulation interface and integrates dynamic network manipulation with visual exploration.
In [6], van den Elzen and Jarke J. van Wijk focus on exploration and analysis of the network topology
based on the multivariate data. This approach tightly couples structural and multivariate analysis.
In general, the basic problem of using attributes due network construction from tabular data is finding
a way to retain the essential properties of transformed data. There are some simple methods often
based on ε-radius and k-nearest neighbors. One of the known and well working approaches based on
the nearest neighbor analysis was published by Huttenhower et al. in [7]. In this approach, in addition
to the graph construction, the main objective is to find strongly interconnected clusters in the data.
However, the method assumes that the user must specify the number of nearest neighbors with which
the algorithm works. Methods using the principle based on the use of k-nearest neighbors are referred
to as the k-NN networks and assume the k parameter to be a previously known value.
In our approach, we use the LRNet algorithm published by Ochodkova et al. [8]. This method
is also based on the nearest neighbor analysis; however, it uses a different number of neighbors for
different nodes. The number of neighbors is based on analysis of representativeness as described by
Zehnalova et al. in [9]. In comparison with other network construction methods, the LRNet method
does not use any parameter for the construction except a similarity measure. Moreover, networks
resulting from the application of the LRNet method have properties observed in real-world networks,
e.g., small-world and scale-freeness.
This work formulates and develops a methodology that covers selecting a proper log from the
SAP application, data integration, pre-processing and transformation, data and network mining with
the following interpretation and decision support. Real data and network analysis from the experiment
is presented in Appendix A.
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2. Materials and Methods
The first group of methods covers the transformation of logs from the real SAP business process
run into the Object–Attribute table/vector. This group of methods contains a selection of proper logs
and their integration, pre-processing, and transformation.
# Integration. The proper logs and methods of change documents are selected—there are several
in log sources in SAP systems, usually more of them are used as a data source for the original
SAP LOG shown in Figure 1. A list of the most often used data LOG sources is presented in
Appendix A.
# Pre-processing uses several procedures described in Section 3.1 (cleaning, extension,
anonymization).
# Transformation generates final Object–Attribute table as is described in Section 3.1.
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potential graph vertices) is used, and we expect that the objects have different representativeness. 
The representativeness is a local property based on the number of objects (e.g., the nearest neighbors 
of a selected node).  
Edges between all pairs of the nearest neighbors are created first, then additional edges 
between the individual data objects in the number proportional to the representativeness of these 
objects are created. The representativeness of nodes in the constructed graph then corresponds 
Fi r . l i ( r ie ).
Core dat of logging is based the Case–Event principle. The case represents one complete pass
of the process, and the vent repres nts one st p/activ ty related to the specific case. The requested
obj ct for the following analys is selected (objects user, vendor, invoice participating in the process
of vendor invoice verification). Attributes of the an lyzed objects re selec ed from the s urce log,
and new attributes are defined (and calculated) that can help to describe the objects’ behavior. The final
anonymized and normalized Object–Attribute table for the next data mining analysis is prepared.
The transformation of the Object–Attr bute table into a network and community detec ion is
don following used methods. As mentioned above, we use the LRNet [8] algorithm by utilizing local
representativeness for the vector–network transformation and the Louvain method of community
detection [10]. The network and the detected communities are measured and analyzed. Visualization
provides a fast user-accepting tool for recognition of specific situations and relations in the
network. We utilize several network measures that we use for analyzing network parameters
and communities—silhouette (the quality of clustering), modularity (a potential for division into
communities), and centralities (eccentricity distribution). We identify two types of outliers, network
outliers and attribute outliers.
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Communities are identified as we showed above. Common characteristics of the nodes of specific
communities are considered as patterns. Every pattern provides information containing a combination
of value mix of profile attributes. We apply methods of statistical analysis to these patterns’ attributes.
This mix of values for all the patterns provides a model. A representative participant can be found
for each pattern (vector of attributes calculated as the average of relevant attributes of all cluster
participants). The analysis is performed for the participants similarly with a representative on one side
and typically non-conforming participants of the cluster on the other side. The participants can be
distributed by their conformity with the model attributes.
The found communities are assessed, and communities with suitable parameters are used for
decomposition. A recursive analysis is run on all identified clusters when average silhouette and
modularity of detected clusters are high. In a case where the average silhouette of clusters is near
zero or negative, we do not continue with the recursive analysis. The process, starting with network
construction and ending with decomposition, is schematically described in Figure 1.
We use a qualitative validation and an interpretation based on domain knowledge. Evaluation of
patterns, communities, and outliers in the real organization environment provides a validation of the
found results. As we dispose of all information about source objects and relations with knowledge
about the original environment, we prepare an interpretation of the received model and its patterns.
We work with a method of manual qualitative validation for decision support, and results from
data mining are compared with the real environment of running business processes. This qualitative
assessment serves as verification of results from data mining. It uses identified patterns from the
original dataset. When a new object appears, we can compare this object with all identified patterns
and find the most fitting pattern for the new object. Then, a comparison of attributes can be performed,
and it can be analyzed if the behavior of a new object also fits the behavior of the found pattern.
Another kind of qualitative validation is performed for finding the original records for the pattern for
an extended/reduced original dataset.
The pre-processed log is prepared in the Object–Attribute format, where attributes are prepared
into a numerical format. We use the Euclidean distance for a similarity function to measure the
similarity more easily. The issue is that data in a vector format in high dimension cannot be effectively
visualized. As much as we would like to visualize the data and results for managers, we decide to
transform the initial Object–Attribute table into a network.
2.1. Construction of Network and Clusters Identification
The method used for a network construction is presented in [8]. As was mentioned, we use the
Louvain method of community detection [10]. The network construction is based on a method [7] for
the nearest neighbor analysis where the nearest neighbors must be specified and known. The used
method uses the nearest neighbors in another way. Representativeness of source objects (and
potential graph vertices) is used, and we expect that the objects have different representativeness.
The representativeness is a local property based on the number of objects (e.g., the nearest neighbors
of a selected node).
Edges between all pairs of the nearest neighbors are created first, then additional edges between
the individual data objects in the number proportional to the representativeness of these objects are
created. The representativeness of nodes in the constructed graph then corresponds approximately
to the representativeness of the objects in the data. This forms a natural graph representation of the
original data, which preserves their local properties.
The used algorithm implemented by [8] runs in the following steps:
1. Create the similarity matrix S of the dataset D.
2. Calculate the representativeness of all objects Oi.
3. Create the set V of nodes of the graph G so that node vi of the graph G represents object Oi of the
dataset D.
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4. Create the set of edges E of the graph G so that E contains the edge eij between the nodes vi and
vj (i 6= j) if Oj is the nearest neighbor of Oi or Oj is the representative neighbor of Oi.
5. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(|D|2).
2.2. Representative of Cluster—Patterns
Patterns are identified by the cluster analysis. A following statistical analysis is done on vectors
that are members of identified clusters. Normalized average values of coordinates of every cluster
member define a representation (representative vector) of the given cluster.
Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, xk = {xk1, xk2, . . . , xkm} ∈ Rm be an original dataset, where n is the number
of records, and m is the number of inspected attributes for every record.
Let every cluster Pj contain nj original objects, Pj = {y1, . . . , ynj}, where ∀i ∈
{
1, . . . , nj
}
; yi ∈ X,
yi = {yi1, yi2, . . . , yim}.
1. The vector of maximal values in every attribute is calculated: xmax = {max1, max2, . . . , maxm}.
2. Table Tj of normalized average values (Table 1) is calculated for every cluster j, where Tj = {tjA,
tjB, tj1, cj1, tj2, cj2 . . . , tjm, cjm}
3. For cluster = 1 to j repeat steps 4–7
4. tjA is set as ID of pattern (= j)
5. tjB is set as number of members in pattern Pj = nj
6. representative vector (tj1 . . . tjm) for cluster j is calculated: ∀w ∈ {1, . . . , m}; tjw =
1
nj∗maxw ∑
nj
i=1 yiw
7. confidence interval CI95 of every attribute i in cluster j is calculated: cji
Table 1. Normalized average values of pattern (model).
PAT j COUNT Activities NR CI95 Time Total CI95 Time Average CI95 Time Max CI95
1 75 0.0131 0.0557 0.05199 0.5898 0.02982 0.01529 0.18308 1.06354
2 45 0.0022 0.00099 0.00561 0.09897 0.02118 0.13826 0.05698 0.62244
3 69 0.00029 0.06909 0.00151 0.57275 0.04169 0.01001 0.04639 0.88688
4 42 0.00018 0.00076 0.0011 0.00564 0.05301 0.0439 0.04887 0.01534
5 1 0.10474 0.39802 0.18318 1.03476 0.00774 0.00487 0.55169 0.63499
6 1 1 1.94712 1 1.79421 0.00442 0.10307 0.00267 0.49458
7 1 0.03201 0.02861 0.08774 0.03718 0.01213 0.02939 0.2862 0.14193
8 1 0.00109 0.21427 0.00541 1.45751 0.02179 0.01612 0.07564 1.45668
9 1 0.00006 0.20517 0.01477 0.33007 1 1.94482 0.89605 0.67495
10 1 0.00001 0.08125 0.00123 0.23741 0.41719 0.79209 0.17713 0.02183
11 1 0.00031 1.95938 0.01216 1.93615 0.17155 0.32757 0.17223 0.33234
Values tjw are normalized by each column (attribute) separately against the maximal value of a
given attribute in the whole dataset, thus they can be visualized in one picture. Following Table 1,
we show the cluster representatives and their confidential intervals CI95 of the experiment run for the
dataset D1. Types of attributes are described in Table 2 and the attributes descriptions can be found in
Table 3. Only the first four attributes and their confidence intervals are shown in Table 1. The complete
table is shown in Appendix A in Table A1.
Table 2. Patterns—types of attributes (R/C/M).
ActivitiesNR TimeTotal TimeAverage TimeMax TimeMin Role r1 r2 r3 r4 r5
C C R M M C R R R R R
r6 r7 r8 r9 r10 NrRolesRoles NrInvoice
NrOrders
PO
NrVendors
Vendors
AvBus
Process
AvAppr
Proces
R R R R R R C C C R R
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Table 3. User–Attribute data table for network analysis.
User–Attribute Explanation
User User ID for which values below refer
ActivitiesNR Number of activities of the user
TimeTotal Total time processed by the user
TimeAverage Average time processed by the user on one activity
TimeMax Maximal time processed by the user on one activity
TimeMin Minimal time processed by the user on one activity
Role Sum of RoleIDs of all activities of the user
R1, R2, . . . , R10 Number of occurrences of the user in role R1, R2, . . . , R10
NumberRoles Number of different roles of the user
NumberInvoice Number of invoices processed by the user
NumberPO Number of purchase orders for invoices processed by the user
NumberVendors Number of vendors for invoices processed by the user
AvBusProcess Average of bus. process for invoices processed by the user
AvApprProces Average of bus. process for invoices processed by the user
User User ID for which values below refer
ActivitiesNR Number of activities of the user
TimeTotal Total time processed by the user
TimeAverage Average time processed by the user on one activity
TimeMax Maximal time processed by the user on one activity
TimeMin Minimal time processed by the user on one activity
Role Sum of RoleIDs of all activities of the user
R1, R2, . . . , R10 Number of occurrences of the user in R1, R2, . . . , R10
NumberRoles Number of different roles of the user
NumberInvoice Number of invoices processed by the user
NumberPO Number of purchase orders for invoices processed by the user
NumberVendors Number of vendors for invoices processed by the user
AvBusProcess Average of bus. process for invoices processed by the user
AvApprProces Average of approval type for invoices processed by the user
These representative vectors of the patterns and the confidence intervals shown in Table 1 provide
a tabular and a visual view of the patterns model. The description model of patterns serves analytics
who understand how patterns are constructed (it shows parameters of pattern representatives).
2.3. Detection of the Attribute Outliers
The interquartile range (IQR) is a measure of the spread of a distribution. The IQR is the difference
between the 75th and the 25th percentile [11] or between the upper and the lower quartile [12].
In statistics, quantiles are limits splitting the range of a probability distribution into unbroken intervals
with equal probabilities or dividing the observations in a sample in the same way. It means we have n
− 1 quantiles dividing the distribution into n intervals. A quartile is a type of quantile—quartiles are
the three limits that divide our dataset into four equally sized groups.
The first quartile (Q1) is defined as the middle number between the smallest number and the
median of the dataset. The second quartile (Q2) is the median of the dataset. The third quartile (Q3) is
the middle value between the median and the highest value of the dataset. IQR is calculated as IQR =
Q3 − Q1. The interquartile range is often used to find outliers in data. The outliers that we work with
are defined as observations whose values may be below Q1 − 1.5 × IQR or above Q3 + 1.5 × IQR.
2.4. Pattern Analysis
Pattern analysis is done by a statistical analysis of found patterns. Every pattern provides
information containing a combination of value mix of profile parameters (attributes). This mix of
values from all patterns provides a model. The model describes found clusters by attributes’ values.
A representative participant can be found for every pattern. This pattern is afterwards defined by
this representative vector of attributes. The analysis is done for participants very similarly to a
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representative on the one site, and typically non-conforming participants of the cluster is done on
the other site. The participants can be distributed by the conformance with the model attributes.
We are also interested in the outliers, as they represent a unique behavior (they can excel or simply
differentiate and can represent risk or chance). We use two methods of outliers’ detection—network
outliers (they are detected as isolated nodes with no edges to other nodes) and attribute outliers
(they are detected by outliers of distribution given by a selected attribute, for example, by a quantile
method).
A detailed analysis of an interesting cluster is also used. We repeat the clustering for the
only participant of the selected cluster (with the same attributes). It eliminates the influence of
the participants from other clusters.
2.5. Visualization
As mentioned before, visualization is an essential possibility in networks. We utilize several
visualization concepts, as the target of using this approach is to support decision-making for managers
(visualization is a valuable supporting tool):
# visualization of clusters and relations in a network using Gephi software tool [13],
# visualization of the pattern model,
# distribution of participants inside clusters.
An interpretation also provides an important confirmation of analyzed results based on a
comparison with the real environment. We always come back to the original business process and
compare analytics results from an analysis with reality (confirm, find if analyzed result reflects some
reasonable situation, constellation).
2.6. Model for Back Analysis of Objects from Patterns
As we have shown, we can identify the set of patterns P1, P2, . . . , Pd from the original dataset X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn}, xk = {xk1, xk2, . . . , xkm} ∈ Rm. In the carried experiment, there is X = D1. We can identify
what representation of the pattern is in the real environment of the business process. The dataset X is
defined as an Object–Attribute table (vector of attributes), where attributes are calculated from the
context of a business process and from the log of the business process that provided the data for the
initial log.
Every pattern Pj is defined by the representative vector Tj = {tjA, tjB, tj1 . . . , tjm}.
This representative vector defines the meaning of parameters of the pattern members. It is important
to perceive the pattern in both its features—first, as a set of the real representatives (in a given context)
and second, as a set of descriptive rules (in our case, it is the representative vector). If we find the
pattern in behavior of the business process (assumed to be in the range from time C1 to C2), it could
be interesting to see such a pattern in a reduced or extended date/time range of the same business
process in the same context.
2.6.1. Finding Original Records for Pattern from Original Dataset
First, we show how we can obtain the original record(s) from the same dataset D1 from the pattern
Pr. We transform the original dataset X into the normalized dataset X′ = {x′1, x′2, . . . , x′n}, where:
x′kj =
xkj
maxj
; ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}; j ∈ {1, . . . , m} (1)
(maxj is defined in Section 2.2).
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We define the distance of the member xk of the dataset X′ from the pattern Pr as follows, where trj
is representative of vector coordinates, and they are calculated as described in Section 2.2.
d(xk, Pr) =
m
∑
j=1
(
x′kj − trj
)2
=
m
∑
j=1
(
xkj
maxj
− trj)
2
(2)
The most appropriate real object that represents the pattern Pr (or its representative vector) is
found as xk, where d(xk, Pr) is minimal. If the pattern Pr has i members, we can find i smallest d(xk, Pr).
We confirmed a good result of the concept presented in Section 2.6.1 when we tried to identify
members of the patterns 1–11 by the presented concept. In the case of the patterns with one member,
the correct user vector was identified in all cases. In the case of the patterns with more members,
we found correct members (by minimal function).
Decision Support: Finding Pattern for New Object in Dataset
When the patterns P1, P2, . . . , Pd are identified from the original dataset, sometimes we need
to analyze a new object yk = {yk1, yk2, . . . , ykm} ∈ Rm to know what pattern it fits the best and if the
representative behavior also fits the pattern. The principle of the procedure is shown in Figure 2.
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As in Section 2.2, we transform the original dataset X into the normalized dataset X′ = {x′1, x′2,
. . . , x′n} (formula 1) and calculate maxi for all attributes. Then, we calculate the distance of the new
object y′k normalized by the original dataset from every pattern P1, . . . Pd and find a pattern Pk with
minimal distance d(yk, Pi); i ∈ {1 . . . d}.
The distance d(yk, Pi) is calculated by the same method as (2):
d(yk, Pi) =
m
∑
j=1
(
ykj
maxj
− tij)
2
(3)
We confirmed a good resul of the following concept of finding he original record for pattern
from extended original dataset when we selected an existing user from the original dataset, and it
fit the correct pattern (as we expected). Then, we collected data from the previous year for the user
and we analyzed the distances of this new object to the patterns. The object fit the best with pattern
1. The representative parameters of pattern 1 were compared with representative values of this new
object and consistency was found.
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Finding Original Records for Pattern from Extended/Reduced Original Dataset
Next, we show how we can obtain the original record(s) from the dataset X1 from the pattern
Pr, where X1 is a time-extended or a time-reduced dataset to the dataset X. A time-extended dataset
means a dataset from the same business process but scanned (logged) during a wider time frame.
A time-reduced dataset means a dataset from the same business process but scanned (logged) during a
shorter time frame. The most appropriate real object(s) that represent(s) the pattern Pr is(are) found by
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. j .
e expect that the pattern represents a given behavior, and this behavior can also be found in
a reduced or an extended dataset. However, we must keep in mind that the pattern is defined by a
set of attributes. An attribute can be representative (it describes property that represents a cluster,
hich is calculated as, for exa ple, the ean of total process ti e of one case, ean of axi al or
ini al time, or the number of used order types) or cumulative (it describes a value that is cumulative
and directly depends on the number of records in a cluster—as an absolute number of activities or a
number of used orders). We call some attributes marginal (if they represent a value of some margin or
an extreme, for example, maximal/minimal value)—these attributes tend to be representative, but in
large datasets, they can be easily changed by an extreme or an error record.
s the extended/reduced dataset covers another base of inspected activities (and objects as well),
e can only consider attributes from patterns that we call representative, i.e., they are not dependent
on the number of logged activities (if the process does not change). Also, representative attributes are
presented in a normalized form, which means that in some case, they can be valid for the reduced or
extended dataset.
e show used types of the attributes in the following Table 2 (R—representative, C—cumulative,
M marginal).
3. Experiments and Results
We performed experiments from fully anonymized real datasets. We present results from a
behavior analysis of participating objects (users—dataset D1) in the process of an invoice verification.
The analyzed sample contained 37,684 invoices (cases) in 171,831 steps (activities) running in the SAP
workflow process of an invoice verification with 240 participating users and 3320 vendors. The analysis
detected 11 patterns in the highest level; they were subsequently analyzed by decomposition. Outliers
were found and analyzed (both network and attribute outliers). Outputs from the analysis were
visualized and described.
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3.1. Getting the SAP Log And Its Transformation
Data preparation was carried out based on the following processing steps:
• The selection process selects log records meeting requested parameters
# IDOBJ type (object identification, e.g., vendor invoice number),
# task/activity type (e.g., set of workflow tasks representing steps in the observed process),
# time period (e.g., 2017/2018 year),
# organization structure (selected region if requested).
• The cleaning process selects and updates records with the aim to have only the completed cases
logged (delete any cases without start or end). It solves faulty values in some relevant columns,
which are typically responsible person (blocked users without representation) and error status of
work item.
• The extension process typically finds more context data for observed object, data, or process and
enriches the dataset by requested parameters (we used an extension for purchase order type,
plant ID, etc.)
• The anonymization process converts sensitive data in the dataset into numbers from a generated
interval, thus no sensitive data exists in the processing. We used a tool for anonymization of the
following data from datasets: username, organization structure, and vendor ID.
• The binary evaluation of categorical attributes for some methods is run (by request) during the
anonymization process. Attribute A is anonymized in the first step. Let the set of values of
attribute A be f(A, k) = {A1, . . . , An}, let f(A, k) be the value of attribute A for log record k, let the
set of anonymized values of attribute A be {VA1, . . . , VAn}. Then, n new columns (attributes) A1,
. . . , An are created. We define the f(Ai, k) as the value of attribute Ai for the specific log record k:
f (Ai, k) =
{
1 ↔ f (A, k) = Ai
0 else
.
• The transformation to the Object–Attributes table generates a final table for specific analysis.
For an analysis of users’ behavior, use Table 3.
3.2. Data Mining
The User–Attribute table is used as a source vector’s set for a transformation to a network.
The main reason for using a network is the possibility of visualization of data structures and
sub-structures based on a similarity relation (similarity of vectors from the data source). Transformation
of an original data source into a network and a cluster construction was carried out using the algorithm
described in Section 2.1. Attributes of the vector were constructed from the behavior of users during
an invoice verification, and the whole vector represented a set of evaluated behavioral attributes.
An automatic clustering for a network enables one to find the most important clusters (groups)
in the network. The quality of found clusters is checked by the silhouette of the clusters. Silhouette
shows visually how stable the cluster members are in connection to its cluster.
Measuring network parameters helps to understand network behavior in some cases. An analysis
of cluster parameters provides patterns of the specific clusters. Analysis of outliers identifies clusters
with one member on the first level, and the outliers in specific clusters are identified.
3.2.1. Network and Patterns of D1
Here, we show the analysis and visualization done on dataset D1. A network was constructed,
and several basic network parameters were measured as it is summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Network of D1 parameters.
Result Description/Link
Constructed network 238 nodes, 1141 edges
Identified patterns 11 patterns listed in Appendix A
Outliers analysis 7 outliers were detected on the first level (numbers 5–11)
Silhouette Silhouette of clusters is shown in Figure A1; pattern 1 is unstable, patterns 2, 3, and 4 are stable
Degree distribution Degree distribution is shown in Figure A2. The distribution does not show the power law.
Network diameter 8
Network density 0.04
Modularity 0.60411 communities found (algorithm [10]), modularity distribution visualized in Figure A3
Network diameter 8
Clustering coefficient
distribution
Average clustering coefficient (the mean value of individual clustering coefficients) of the network
(algorithm [14] is used) is 0.582
Distance centralities Average path length: 3.38; Betweenness, Closeness, and Eccentricity distribution is shown inFigures A4–A6
Eleven patterns were identified in a source dataset. Patterns with average values of all utilized
attributes of their members are listed in Table A1 below. The vector of parameters in a specific row
(patterns) defines representatives of each pattern. As can be seen from the pattern profiles table,
four patterns contain more members (pattern 1–4), while other ones represent outliers (only one
member in patterns).
We visualized the network using the Gephi visualization tool. Typically, the following
visualization tools are used for output (shown in Figure 4):
# Force Atlas method,
# partitioning based on found patterns,
# tanking by the degree,
# extension of the result for visibility of requested detail.
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Service 
User (29) from special Masterdata department participates in only one role (vendor 
maintenance). There is another user (180) from the same department participating in 
this role but processing fewer activities; this user (180) is identified in pattern 3. 
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Plant 
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Service 
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We analyzed network outliers in constructed networks (users with degree = 0) and then patterns
representing identified detected communities in more detail.
The result about outliers is summarized in the following Table 5 (results with > should be analyzed
in detail in a real situation):
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Table 5. Outliers in metwork of D1.
Pattern Identified User Description/Founding Result
5 Centralback-office user
We have 10 active users from central back-office, only one of them (user 10) is
identified as an outlier—it could lead to detailed analysis. >
6 SAP systemuser
It is found that this specific user participates in more roles, whereas all the other
users from the given office participate in one role-specific only (could be
inspected). The other users from this office are found within patterns 1, 2, and 3.
OK
7 Reporting,accounting
Technical user (12) runs automatic processing of invoices in specific states (e.g.,
after manual processing and batch processing from invoice management). OK
8 IT dept
Very special user (user 27) is an invoice creator. The user participates in many
(2447) activities, mostly in role creator; the user is not a member of the central
back-office. The user participates in eight roles, the most roles cumulated at one
user. Only two users have eight roles; the second one (user 44) is identified in
cluster 1—this user has only 297 activities. The number of roles could be inspected.
OK
9 CustomerService
User (29) from special Masterdata department participates in only one role (vendor
maintenance). There is another user (180) from the same department participating
in this role but processing fewer activities; this user (180) is identified in pattern 3.
>
10 Plant manager User (36) from the customer service department participated in five activities onfour invoices but with extremely long average time (3800). This should be checked. OK
11 CustomerService
Plant manager (user 98) participates in only one invoice based on representation. It
is not a case for the following inspection. OK
Note about the highest degree: typical users with the highest degree are also interconnected with
neighbor clusters, and they are not typical clusters representatives (see Figure 5). Users from Supply
chain, Invoice clerk, IT, and Customer service were found in the highest degree level.
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of coordinates of every cluster member define representation (representative vector) of a given
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It is important now to describe the pattern representative behavior in the language of the source
business situation (see Table 6) and to analyze a typical behavior of the pattern members, show the
distribution of their behavior, and find details.
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Table 6. Pattern representatives in D1.
Feature Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 Patt rn 4
Members 75 45 69 42
Prevailed Order type Call-off Order Call-off Order
Avg Count of orders 608 131 12.4 10.2
Avg Count of roles 3.9 2.6 1.7 1.4
Avg Max time 1643 511 416 438
Max ti e 8976 2457 2291 2667
Avg Min time 3.3 12.8 45.8 86.2
Avg time 113 80.7 158.9 202.0
3.2.2. Understanding of Business Parameters of Patterns of D1
Here, we show (for explanation) how the analysis of Pattern 1 was done in detail. This part of
the analysis could be done with domain knowledge. Pattern 1 is characterized by a high number
of documents (orders, invoices), the call-off orders prevail, a very low average minimal time, and a
high average maximal time but a low average time. A typical representative is a user processing the
invoice of a regular vendor with many regular orders. Most of them are processed very fast on average,
but some of them (possibly the first ones) are processed much longer. We identified and named the
pattern by the language of the business environment. It is important when a user operates with such
a pattern. We used the following approach for the detailed analysis inside the pattern (shown in
pattern 1).
Distribution of Inspected Profile Attribute Value Inside Patterns
Let the average time be the inspected profile attribute. We see that the average time differs in
specific patterns. We calculate now the distribution of the inspected value of average time and try to
find attribute outliers using IQR. The result is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Distribution of avg time in D1 pattern 1.
In the next step, outliers are identified in this distribution using quartiles method. We calculate
quartiles Q1, Q2, Q3 for the pattern 1 dataset, here Q1 = 48.8; Q2 = 86.7; Q3 = 141.8; IQR = Q3 − Q1 =
93; QRMIN = Q1 − 1.5 × IQR = −90.8; QRMAX = Q3 + 1.5 × IQR = 281.5. Records with an inspected
value greater then QRMAX or less then QRMIN are identified as outliers.
We found four outliers in this dataset—users 119, 3, 107, and 51—and all of them had average
tim s greater then QRMAX. We analyzed these outliers, as they showed a different behavior than the
rest of the participants in the observed pattern.
Analysis of Representative and Outliers of This Distribution
The outliers in the observed cluster can also be potentially interesting for a detailed inspection.
We prepared a statistical analysis of the profile representative and all four outliers, as shown in Figure 8.
Another support view can be seen in Figure 9, which shows the differences in outliers’ attributes in
c mparison to the repr sentative of the given clust r.Information 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 24 
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The analysis of outliers from the given pattern using the difference of attributes provides a support
tool for identification objects that are characterized by some non-conformity.
The same visual (graph) comparison we prov d also shows tab -based differences where we
can an lyze numeric values. One obvious differenc there is average t me ( he attribute on which
o tliers were identifi d) in clust r 1. More interes ing is tha we ca see a special differ nt behavi r
of the analyzed outlie named an attribute in Figure 9 (user 119 differs in attributes NumberRoles,
TimeMin, AvBusProcess), (user 3 differs i attri ute AvBusProcess, r10, TimeMax, NumberRoles),
(107: T meMax), (51: NumberRoles, TimeMin, AvBusProces ). This deta led a alysis could be don for
more attributes.
3.2.3. “Recursive” Analysis of Input Data from Specific Cluster of D1 (Dataset D2)
A recursive analysis is run on all the identified clusters while the average silhouette and
modularity of identified clusters are high, which means that the cluster will potentially contain
more sub-clusters. In a case where the average silhouette of clusters is near zero or negative, we do not
continue with the recursive analysis.
Here, we focus on cluster 1, which is not stable (seen from silhouette in Figure A1). A silhouette
analysis shows that 80% of objects from pattern 1 have a silhouette with a negative value. It means
that these objects are not connected to their own pattern 1 any more firmly than they are to
neighboring clusters.
Returning to the initial dataset, we selected records identified in pattern 1 and started the data
mining analysis on this dataset D2 in the same way as we did with D1. We do not show all the details
from the recursive analysis results; only the result of the outliers’ analysis is presented here. Silhouette
of the analysed network constructed from the dataset D1 is shown in Figure 10.
We analyzed the outliers in a network of the dataset D2 (users with degree = 0), users with the
maximal degree, and other patterns in more detail; outliers are analysed in Table 7.
The patterns were found by the cluster analysis, then the statistical analysis was done on vectors
of members of the clusters. Normalized average values of coordinates of every cluster member define
representation (representative vector) of a given cluster. Visualization of patterns representatives
(Figure 6) provides a basic overview of the values of vector coordinates of a typical member in
the pattern.
It is seen that representatives of the specific patterns of the dataset D2 (previously the cluster 1 of
the dataset D1) is based on a set of parameters—the set and weight of parameters are visualized in
the graphical representation in Figure 11 or in Table 8. We now describe the pattern representative
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behavior in a language of the source business situation and analyze a typical behavior of the pattern
members, showing the distribution of their behavior and finding details. For comparison, we also
show representatives.
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Table 7. Outliers in network of D2.
Pattern Identified User Description/Founding Result
3 Centralback-office user
Users 82 and 38 are in this cluster.
User 83 is a user from back-office and is deactivated during the inspected time. The record
cannot be compared.
User 38 is from the planning department, and as the only one from this department, is
identified as an outlier. This should be analyzed, as the user could be inspected.
OK→1
6 Centralback-office user
User 6 is from central back-office and processed the highest number of activities (23,530)
and invoices (18,766), twice more than the second highest number. Most of them are
processed in one role.
This user is a regular outlier based on its behavior.
OK
7 Warehousekeeper
Warehouse keeper for two logistics warehouses is user 8. The user participates in six roles
infrequently (only six users participate in six roles and one user in eight roles). This user
differs from the other multi-roles by higher total time. Finally, the user is deactivated after
the inspected period. All parameters lead to the suggestion that this user could be
inspected.
→
8 Reporting
User (44) from the reporting department participates in eight roles. There is only one other
user (27 in the original dataset D1) participating in eight roles—it is identified and
analyzed as an outlier. User 44 has a low average time.
The number of roles could be inspected.
→
9 Logistics
User (49) from logistics departments has low average time and all invoices are processed
in the 2017 year (this limit is the difference—the reason is that user 49 is deactivated at the
end of 2017).
OK
10 Technician Technician user (75) has a high average time, only six activities processed for four invoicesin 2017 year. Actually, the user is blocked. The user could be inspected. →
11 CustomerService
User (119) processed only nine activities for four invoices in the 2017 year. The user has a
high average time and max time. The user could be inspected. →
1 The sign→means that this user could be inspected.
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Table 8. Pattern representatives in D2 (compared to source D1).
Feature Pattern 1(D1)
Pattern 1
(D2)
Pattern 2
(D2)
Pattern 3
(D2)
Pattern 4
(D2)
Pattern 5
(D2)
Members 75 20 17 16 14 75
Prevailed Order type Call-off Call-off Call-off Call-off Call-off Call-off
Avg Count of orders 608 1087 328 81 93 608
Avg Count of roles 3.9 3.6 4.5 3 4.7 3.9
Avg Max time 1643 3072 1213 781 1303 1643
Max time 8976 8976 3362 1989 4062 8976
Avg Min time 3.3 1.5 2.2 3.1 2.8 3.3
Avg time 113 180 79 76,4 87,0 113
When the original pattern 1 from dataset D1 is a base, we analyze the distinction of specific
sub-patterns in comparison to the base pattern. This distinction can be calculated as a difference
between the representative vector and the representative vector of the original dataset. The simple sum
of the distinction vector attributes provides us with the size of the distinction, as shown in the graph in
Figure 12. As is seen, the most significant distinction is found for pattern 6. As was found above by
another method, it is a typical outlier and verified in the real environment. Similarly, we could analyze
the distinction of a specific attribute value between a specific sub-cluster and source cluster D1.
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3.3. Finding Pattern for New Object in Dataset
We experimentally used the dataset X1 that we constructed from the dataset D1 utilizing a filter
for invoices only created in the 2017 year. The dataset X1 has 144,966 activities. We used the same
procedure for finding the original record as explained in Section 2.6 for the dataset X1. All attributes of
the used patterns were applied to this experiment. The analysis was done for all 11 patterns.
It did not matter if the pattern had one member or many members as long as the range of the
distance where users were found was in the interval <0; 0.3>. Using the visual curve of the graph of
distance distribution summarized in Section 2.6, we can meet two typical curves of the graph described
in Figure 13.
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4. Discussion
We presented the methodology of knowledge discovery from data that we used for data mining
of logs generated from the SAP systems. Using this approach, we analyzed a specific business process
(invoice verification) from the specific real environment, as was described in Section 3. We showed
how the network was constructed, how patterns were found, and how they can be visualized and
analyzed recursively.
The used method of network construction with following community detection has some
known limitations in complexity; used algorithms have quadratic complexity O(n2) for the network
construction, which is done by the representativeness computing. From this perspective, the method
can be used for samples with limited size. On the other hand, for business processes with several
hundred thousands of activities, the method works in an order of seconds and is still usable.
Another discussion was about visualization. We selected two dimensional visualization of the
network to focus users with several factors—a local characteristic (node degree) was represented by the
size of the node, and a network characteristic (community structure) was represented by the density of
vertices in between the community. As managers prefer to accept a more straightforward message,
improving the visualization method is still open for future work.
We also analyzed users with the high (or highest) degree. It turned out that such users were also
interconnected with neighbor clusters and they were not typical clusters representatives. We identified
types of such users, but no specific common behavior was found for high-degree users.
We can say that this method of network analysis identified a set of communities and a set of
network outliers from a given data set. It was important to identify both kinds of sets. In our
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article, the network outliers were analyzed in Tables 5 and 7, the pattern of found communities were
described in Figure 6, Table 6 displays data source D1, and Figure 11 and Table 8 show data source D2.
The finding should be taken back to the real implementation environment and manager or consultant
with domain knowledge should identify what the significance or character of the outlier/pattern
is. Specifically, we identified seven network outliers for data source D1, where five of them (11, 10,
8, 6, and 7) were special users, and we understood that they were outliers for this reason; two of
them (5 and 9) should be analyzed in detail, because they had different behaviors than other users
from their department. Our method revealed specific users that had different behaviors that were
typical in a set of users with a similar organizational assignment. The other discussion could be about
network patterns. We identified four communities (described by patterns) for data set D1. As was
described in Section 3.2.2, domain knowledge could be used for the specification of attribute values
mix. For example, pattern 1 represented users processing invoices of regular vendors with many
regular orders. What could have been significant was if in the extended dataset, some regular vendor
had its invoice verification process in other cluster/pattern. It could certainly be done by outbalancing
another attribute, but this should be analyzed.
Every cluster pattern was calculated using a vector of attributes. We could focus on some attribute
and see the distribution of the cluster participants based on such attribute, as we showed in Figure 7.
We could see the outliers of this cluster (with a focus on selected attribute). We could visualize how
these outliers differed in selected attributes and in a mix of attributes (Figures 8 and 9).
The methodology contains steps for analyzing patterns in the real environment and running a
recursive analysis of interesting patterns (e.g., unstable patterns or patterns with apparent exceptional
participants, which could be a participant “far” from the representativeness of the pattern). The border
of recursive processing of specific patterns could also be discussed. Our approach was to run recursive
analysis while average silhouette and modularity of detected clusters were high. In a case where the
average silhouette of clusters was near zero or negative, we did not continue with the recursive analysis.
We proved that the approach uncovered some patterns by found representativeness parameters
that are typically present on this business process (number of roles, average time, etc.).
Another contribution is the finding that the pattern (as a combination of representativeness) can
be used as a model for:
# decision support for an assignment of a new object to an existing pattern with a possible
comparison of representative attributes and the real behavior in an organization;
# searching back to the original dataset or to a reduced/extended dataset (in this case, we suggest
using only representative attributes) for showing the pattern representatives more quickly and
for detailed inspection, which was proven back on the real datasets.
5. Conclusions
The suggested methodology shows the importance of visualization of the network and the
community detection capability for decision support. Based on the presentation of the real results,
it can be stated that the methodology can be projected into a real system for underpinning managerial
decision-making over SAP data.
We presented how analysis of business process logs is run using network construction, community
detection, and pattern identification for a detected community, as well as how network outliers
are identified and how domain analyses on these patterns and outliers are done. We found the
specific relevant outliers and communities from the data source that we identified by parameters
from the environment that were not part of inspected attributes (hidden attributes). This meant that
we identified the behavior of a given group of participants (members of the detected community)
calculated from the mix of attributes.
The recursive procedure of analyzing the communities brought the possibility of uncovering not
only different behaviors of the network outliers in the original network but also different behaviors of
the attribute outliers in specific clusters, which could be also interesting for managers.
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The analysis of outliers provided interesting results in the detection of the objects that were
different from the usual behavior in the detected community (pattern). Additionally, the relevance
of the approach is supported by the fact that the network partitioning to communities confirms
expectations (for example, large contractors have clustered together even if their “size” is not present
among the attributes used in the analysis, meaning they have some common behavior represented by
a given combination of values of attributes).
We were then able to compare whether or not another new contractor of the same “size” was
included in the same cluster (and if not, we could analyze why).
We also identified some interesting areas for future work—for example, method of visualization.
There is another area for the future research, and it is universality. As the SAP system is universal,
and used methods from this work are also universal, there is a potential for a compatible solution for
any standard SAP solution.
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Appendix A
Patterns and confidence intervals of result from experiment D1.
Table A1. Patterns—table of profile parameters and confidence intervals in experiment D1.
PATTERN COUNT ActivitiesNR CI95 TimeTotal CI95 TimeAverage CI95
Time
Max CI95
Time
Min CI95
1 75 0.0131 0.0557 0.05199 0.5898 0.02982 0.01529 0.18308 1.06354 0.00212 0.00415
2 45 0.0022 0.00099 0.00561 0.09897 0.02118 0.13826 0.05698 0.62244 0.00809 0.01462
3 69 0.00029 0.06909 0.00151 0.57275 0.04169 0.01001 0.04639 0.88688 0.02881 0.05647
4 42 0.00018 0.00076 0.0011 0.00564 0.05301 0.0439 0.04887 0.01534 0.05422 0.10381
5 1 0.10474 0.39802 0.18318 1.03476 0.00774 0.00487 0.55169 0.63499 0 0.00369
6 1 1 1.94712 1 1.79421 0.00442 0.10307 0.00267 0.49458 0 0.00246
7 1 0.03201 0.02861 0.08774 0.03718 0.01213 0.02939 0.2862 0.14193 0 0.00123
8 1 0.00109 0.21427 0.00541 1.45751 0.02179 0.01612 0.07564 1.45668 0.00314 0.00616
9 1 0.00006 0.20517 0.01477 0.33007 1 1.94482 0.89605 0.67495 0.07672 0.15038
10 1 0.00001 0.08125 0.00123 0.23741 0.41719 0.79209 0.17713 0.02183 1 1.96
11 1 0.00031 1.95938 0.01216 1.93615 0.17155 0.32757 0.17223 0.33234 0.01635 0.03205
PATTERN COUNT role CI95 r1 CI95 r2 CI95 r3 CI95 r4 CI95
1 75 0.00907 0.00853 0.02921 0.67687 0.02283 0.0435 0.00316 0.00619 0.00319 0.00626
2 45 0.00221 0.00093 0.00005 0.00009 0.00187 0.00313 0.00136 0.0048 0.00271 0.00512
3 69 0.00031 0.02222 0.00008 0.62521 0.00013 0.00117 0.00025 0.00045 0.00005 0.0001
4 42 0.00018 0.00079 0.00001 0.00002 0.00001 0.00032 0.00023 0.0006 0.00011 0.00105
5 1 0.12061 0.19769 0.00023 0.00092 0.20703 1.55421 0.00004 0.00007 0 0
6 1 1 1.95574 0.59841 1.05947 0.07001 0.13597 1 1.96 1 1.96
7 1 0.03844 0.03541 0.00047 0.00069 0.00159 0.00044 0.01411 0.00908 0.08259 0.08451
8 1 0.00212 0.0655 0 1.96 0 0.00053 0 0.00003 0 0
9 1 0.00007 0.23625 0 0.00046 0.00004 0.40569 0.00004 0 0 0
10 1 0.00001 0.0344 0 0.60143 0 0.04428 0.00002 0.00003 0 0
11 1 0.00034 1.95932 0 1.17288 0.00018 0.13686 0.00036 1.95929 0 1.96
PATTERN COUNT r5 CI95 r6 CI95 r7 CI95 r8 CI95 r9 CI95
1 75 0.01048 0.01975 0.00015 0.00031 0.00418 0.0082 0.01897 0.03718 0.01571 0.0308
2 45 0.00171 0.00303 0 0 0 0 0.01111 0.02177 0 0
3 69 0.00184 0.00356 0.00431 0.00845 0.00028 0.00055 0.00222 0.00437 0 0
4 42 0.00001 0.00003 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 1 0.98199 0 0 1 1.39448 0 0 1 0.602
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 0.00814 0.00878 0.03571 0.07 0 0 1 1.50769 0 0
8 1 0 0 1 1.96 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 0.00081 1.9584 0 0 0 1.96 0 0 0 1.96
10 1 0 0.03432 0 0 0 0.00681 0 0 0 0.56
11 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table A1. Cont.
PATTERN COUNT r10 CI95 NrRoles CI95 NrInvoice CI95
Nr
Orders CI95
Nr
Vendors CI95
1 75 0.04 0.0784 0.49166 0.22866 0.04231 0.17378 0.04322 0.16572 0.058 0.41228
2 45 0 0.98 0.32777 0.58255 0.00769 0.00131 0.00932 0.00151 0.01848 0.02147
3 69 0 0 0.21557 0.55746 0.00102 0.23559 0.00088 0.21403 0.00429 0.49319
4 42 0 0 0.18154 0.37916 0.00061 0.00193 0.00073 0.00232 0.00223 0.00816
5 1 0 0 0.75 0.245 0.34216 1.28936 0.27588 1.41926 0.73692 0.51563
6 1 0 0 0.5 0.49 0.36779 0.67711 0.45917 0.85261 0.41023 0.65874
7 1 0.5 0.98 1 0.49 0.12075 0.13055 0.13133 0.13413 0.26157 0.33121
8 1 0 0 0.125 0.49 0.0042 0.57099 0.00241 0.54937 0.01091 0.77898
9 1 0 0 0.375 0.735 0.00021 0.67021 0.00014 0.54045 0.00075 1.44289
10 1 0 0 0.125 0.98 0.00005 0.20836 0.00007 0.21256 0.00037 0.49645
11 1 1 1.96 0.375 0.245 0.00117 0.71857 0.00028 0.89941 0.0015 0.80111
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Appendix B
Data log from workflow processes are saved from transaction SWIA in SAP information system.
Alternatively (when more detailed information from the workflow containers should be known),
an export tool is prepared fro system tables listed in Table A2 (workflow system uses more then 60
system tables).
Table A2. System tables used for SAP workflow log.
Table Description
SWWWIHEAD Headers of all workitems
SWWORGTASK Actual ORG OBJ processing the workitem
SWWCONT Container values of ru ning orkitems
SWWCNTP0 ew XML container (BAPI function SWW_WI_CONTAINER_READ) is used for acquiringcontainer values
SWWWIHEAD Headers of all workitems
Data log from process that is not run as SAP workflow should be saved based on an analysis of
what relevant triggers represent observed processes. Basically, there are standard triggers used for this
purpose:
# change management,
# business object event,
# status change,
# standard application protocol,
# iDOC export.
or special trigger can be created (programmed) if standard ones are not enough.
Change management. Business document in SAP can be activated with change management;
it causes generating “change document” on every defined change (CRUD—Create, Read, Update,
Delete) on document. System tables used for change management procedures are shown in Table A3.
Table A3. System tables used for SAP change management trigger.
Table Description
CDHDR Change description header
CDPOS Change description position
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Business object event. Business object event is triggered automatically by the system based on
customizing. It can be triggered based on change document, status change, or by user program.
Business object event can be found in standard SAP table SWFRETLOG. Most common use of the
business object events is for triggering workflow—in this case, the log is saved from workflow log (see
above), but in some cases, workflow is not defined, and this event can serve as a standard milestone.
Status change. Statuses represent very standard tools for modulation of business documents in
specific states. Basically, systems use “system (Exxxx)” and “user (Ixxxx)” statuses. I prefer to use
the system statuses because they are provided by standard in any SAP system. The OBJNR (ID of the
object/document) is used as basic reference for used status tables listed in Table A4.
Table A4. System tables used for SAP status log.
Table Description
JCDS System and User status—all changes log values
JEST System and User status—actual values
JSTO Status profile data
TJ30, TJ30T User status + description
Standard application log. System SAP provides a standard logging subsystem, which can be used
by customer code for logging running programs and transactions. There is an application screen for
work with this log (transaction SLG1). Application log has BAPI (Business Application Programming
Interface) that can be used by customer programs. Logging is saved in the following sets of tables as is
shown in Table A5.
Table A5. System tables used for SAP application log.
Table Description
BALHDR Application log: log header
BALOBJ Application log: objects
BALMP Application log: message parameter
BALHDRP Application log: log parameter
iDOC export. In some cases, the export of iDOC structure of business documents can serve as a
trigger; system tables listed in Table A6 can be used for this triggering. It is a very standard process for
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) and provides much important information.
Table A6. System tables used for SAP EDI log.
Table Description
EDIDC Control information of iDOC
EDID4 Data records of iDOC
EDIDS Status records of iDOC
Special trigger. In case of non-standard implementation, it is possible to use non-standard trigger
(it would be defined by the implementation). It is possible, but not recommended.
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